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    THE COURT     OF  ADDITIONAL  CHIEF  JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, 

:: UDALGURI   : :  

 

GR Case no.  1277/2014 

      Under section 323/341of the I.P.C. 

 

 

State  

Vs. 

Najar Ali 

Son of Mkkar Ali 

Resident of Kalaigaon, Udalguri, 

Assam……………………Accused person 

 

 

 

PRESENT:   ANKUR BHUYAN,   A.J.S.  

    Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Udalguri    

 

 

For prosecution: Muhiram Khaklari, learned additional public prosecutor  

For the accused: Dijen Kumar Boro, learned defence counsel 
 

 

 

DATE OF EVIDENCE: 11.03.16  20.05.16  22.06.16  

28.07.16  27.12.16   

  

DATE OF ARGUMENT: 06.10.17  

DATE OF JUDGMENT: 06.10.17  
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JUDGMENT 

1) This case was lodged by Kudus Ali on 24.11.14 before 

Kalaigaon Police station. It was alleged in the FIR that son of the 

complainant namely, Md. Alal Ali was assaulted on the road by accused 

from back side. It was stated in the FIR that accused randomly assaulted 

on Alal Ali by bamboo stick and fled away though accused left his bike at 

the place of occurrence. Hence, this case was lodged.  

2) The police registered the case as per law and investigated in 

the matter. Accordingly, charge sheet was filed against the accused 

person. Thus, necessary copies under section 207 of code of criminal 

procedure were supplied upon appearance of accused person. Particular 

of offence under section 323/341 of IPC read over and explained to 

accused by my predecessor in court to which accused pleaded not guilty 

and claimed for trial.  

3) Prosecution examined six witnesses during the evidence. 

Thereafter, learned additional public prosecutor for the state has verbally 

prayed to allow the prosecution to close own evidence showing cause 

that accused person  have pleaded guilty in the case vide petition no. 

1141/17 and there is no reasonable cause to proceed in the case to 

establish the prosecution case. Prosecution evidence is closed after 

considering the material available in case record. 

4) Statements of accused were recorded by my predecessor in 

court under section 313 of the code of criminal procedure after 

conclusion of the prosecution evidence.  

5) Statement of accused under section 313 of the code of 

criminal procedure have disclosed that accused have admitted that fact 

of the quarrel with injured.  The accused person inclined to adduce any 

evidence in own defence.Interestingly, accused failed to adduce defence 

witness in spite of having sufficient opportunity as per his prayer and 

absconded from the trial. Subsequently, accused was arrested and 
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produced for trial on the strength on warrant of arrest in result of 

proclamation of attachment. 

6) Subsequently, defence evidence is closed as per prayer of 

defence side. 

7) I heard the arguments advanced by both sides. The case 

record was perused along with the depositions on record. Accordingly, 

the moot point for decision of this case was framed as below:  

 

THE POINT FOR DECISION: 

 

 

8) Whether the accused person commits offence of voluntarily 

causing hurt to complainant side at the said relevant time and place and 

thereby liable to be punished under section 323 of the IPC? 

9) Whether the accused person wrongfully restrained 

complainant at road at the said relevant time and place and thereby 

committed the offence punishable under section 341of the IPC? 

 

DISCUSSIONS, REASONS AND DECISIONS THEREOF: 

 

 

10) I have carefully perused the evidence on record. As such, in 

order to arrive at a just decision of this case, it would be appropriate for 

this court to have a comparative analysis of the evidence on record.  

11) Learned additional public prosecutor for the state submitted 

during the argument that the prosecution side implicated the accused 

person in the case, beyond all shadow of reasonable doubt.  

12) The learned defence counsel submitted in own argument that 

plea of guilty of the accused had implicated them with this case, though 

it was fit case to have lenient view of punishment of young accused.  
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13) From having perusal of the entire materials on record, it 

appears that the case was set in motion on the basis of version of the 

complainant.  

14) PW-1, namely, Md. Majnu Ali was son of the complainant. PW-

1 stated that there was quarrel between Alal Ali and Nazar Ali on the day 

of occurrence and he came to know about the facts subsequently. PW-1 

stated that he found injury on the head of Alal Ali and took him to 

hospital. PW-1 stated in cross examination that he found three feet long 

lathi in the place of occurrence, when he went thereon. PW-1 stated in 

cross examination that he was not eyewitness of the incident.  

15) PW-2, namely, Md. Kudus Ali was informant. PW-2 stated that 

Alal Ali was beaten up by accused by a lathi causing injury on his head 

and being informed, he found the head of his son was wrapped with a 

piece of cloth in the place of occurrence and took his son to the hospital. 

PW-2 stated in cross examination that he was not eyewitness of the 

incident. PW-2 stated in cross examination that the accused was to get 

some money from his son and altercation took place between the 

parties.  

16) PW-3, namely, Md. Mukul Ali was independent witness. PW-3 

stated that he along with Najrul went to the place of occurrence at the 

culvert at Naptipara after they heard about the incident and foundAlal as 

injured. PW-3 stated that police seized a glamour bike in his presence 

vide exhibited 1 and wherein exhibited 1(1) was his signature. PW-3 

stated in cross examination that he did not see who assault Alal Ali.  

17) PW-4, namely, Md. Mozammil Ali was independent witness. 

PW-4 stated that he did not know anything about the incident, though, 

he found that police personnel took away a motorcycle from the road. 

PW-4 stated in cross examination that he did not know owner of the 

bike.  

18) PW-5, namely, Md. Inamil Ali was relative of Alal Ali. PW-5 

stated that he was sitting with Alal Ali in front of their house and accused 

went to the place of occurrence by riding a bike. PW-5 stated that 
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accused assaulted Alal Ali on the front side of his head by a split bamboo 

for which Alal Ali sustained blood stain wound. PW-5 stated that he 

wrapped the head of Alal Ali with “Gamosa” and nearby people gathered 

thereon. PW-5 stated in cross examination that there was nobody 

present at the place of occurrence at the time of incident except me and 

Alal Ali. PW-5 stated in cross examination that Alal Ali was assaulted by 

accused from the front. PW-5 stated in cross examination that when 

neighbour came to the place of occurrence, accused left his bike at the 

place of occurrence.  

19) PW-6, namely, Prasanna Sarma was investigating officer of 

this case. PW-6 exhibited FIR as Ext-2 and Ext-2(1) as his signature. PW-

6 Exhibited sketch map as Ext-3 and Ext-3(1) as his signature. PW-6 

exhibited Ext-4 charge sheet and Ext-4(1) as his signature of PW-

6.Prasanna Sarma stated in cross examination that the place of 

occurrence was a road and there was no residential house near the place 

of occurrence. Prasanna Sarma stated in cross examination that he 

seized the motorcycle left by the accused.  

20) It appeared from the depositions of PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 

that they have heard that accused assaulted Alal Ali at road by bamboo 

stick inflicting injury on the head. It appeared from the deposition of PW-

5 that he was eyewitness of the assault of Alal Ali by accused.It 

appeared from the deposition of PW-5 that apart from PW-5 and Alal Ali, 

there was no other eyewitness of the incident. The evidence of PW-1 

PW-2, PW-3 and PW-5 disclosed injury on the victim at road, which was 

supported by investigating officer, namely, Prasanna Sarma during his 

evidence before the court. Deposition of PW-3 disclosed that he found 

that police took away one bike from the road on the day of occurrence 

and same was confirmed by PW-8 as investigating officer due to 

existence of exhibit-1, which disclosed that police recovered the bike of 

the accused from the place of occurrence.Accused admitted in his 

statement under section 313 Cr.P.C that he and Alal Ali had heated 

exchange of word and out of fear, accused ran away leaving his bike. In 
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result, quarrel between parties was an admitted fact. Moreover, presence 

of bike of the accused at the place of occurrence remove doubt that 

accused was present at the place of occurrence. Thus, evidence of PW-1 

to PW-6 are cogent in character as same explained the role played by 

accused and witnesses in the line of FIR. Moreover, plea of guilty by 

accused vide petition no. 1141/17 has cogently disclosed that accused 

person wrongfully restrainedcomplainant at road and assaulted the 

complainant voluntarily in spite sufficient knowledge that action taken by 

accused not appropriate. Hence, we have reasonable ground to 

appreciate the case against accused person within the ambit of sections 

323/341 of I.P.C.  

21) In the light of above stated witnesses, it has appeared that all 

the prosecution witnesses have exposed in corroborative manner that 

accused person  has assaulted the above stated victim after wrongful 

restrain and same is  disclosed by accused under section 313 of the code 

of criminal procedure. In a case under section 341, it has to be proved 

by prosecution that there was obstruction by the accused; and such 

obstruction prevented a person from proceeding in a direction to which 

he had a right to proceed; and the accused caused such obstruction 

voluntarily. The obstructer must intend or know or would have reason to 

believe that the means adapted would cause obstruction to the 

complainant. It appeared from the above discussions that prosecution 

has proved beyond reasonable all doubt that accused obstructed the 

victims and such obstruction prevented victims from proceeding in a 

direction to which they had a right to proceed and the accused caused 

such obstruction voluntarily. In this case, it can be inferred that accused 

knew or would have reason to believe that the means adapted by 

accused will cause obstruction to the victim. It appeared from the above 

discussions that complainant was assaulted at the road by accused. As 

such, accused is liable for offence under section 341 of IPC. 

22) Whoever causes bodily pain, disease or infirmity to any person 

is said to cause hurt under section 319 of IPC. Whoever does any act 
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with the intention of thereby causing hurt to any person, or with the 

knowledge that he is likely thereby to cause hurt to any person, and 

does thereby cause hurt to any person, is said "voluntarily to cause hurt" 

under section 321 of IPC. A person is not said voluntarily to cause hurt 

except when he both causes hurt and intends or knows himself to be 

likely to cause hurt. But he is said voluntarily to cause hurt, if intending 

or knowing himself to be likely to cause hurt. Whoever, except in the 

case provided for by section 334, voluntarily causes hurt, shall be 

punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may 

extend to one year, or with fine which may extend to one thousand 

rupees, or with both under section 323 of IPC. Law does not enjoin a 

duty on the prosecution to lead evidence of such character, which is 

almost impossible to be lead, or at any rate extremely difficult to be lead. 

The duty on the prosecution is to lead such evidence, which it is capable 

of leading, having regard to the facts and circumstances of the case. 

Where the major portion of the prosecution evidence is found to be 

constant, it is correct to build up a case of hurt out of the mass of 

corroboration exposed by the prosecution witnesses. Admittedly, 

important question for determination is whether the accused can be held 

guilty for these offences. 

23) It appeared from the depositions of PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 

that they have heard that accused assaulted Alal Ali at road by bamboo 

stick inflicting injury on the head and same was supported by PW-5 as 

eyewitness of the assault of Alal Ali by accused. It appeared from the 

deposition of PW-5 that apart from PW-5 and Alal Ali, there was no other 

eyewitness of the incident. The evidence of PW-1 PW-2, PW-3 and PW-5 

disclosed injury on the victim at road, which was supported by 

investigating officer. So, medical evidence is not essential in a case 

under section 323 of IPC. Role of accused and victim and witness is clear 

in this case to remove reasonable doubt of alleged occurrence. 

Accordingly, it appears that the depositions of the prosecution is found 

consistent, cogent and unimpeachable in nature with the alleged 
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prosecution version in the FIR due to fact that accused has pleaded 

guilty in the case vide petition no. 1141/17 wherein case is 

compoundable under section 323 of IPC. As such, there is no reasonable 

cause to proceed in the case to establish the prosecution case. Hence, it 

is considered as reasonable that the prosecution side has able to 

establish the allegation in appreciable manner. As such, I have to inspire 

by said deposition as admitted fact is need not to be proved. In result, I 

have reasonable ground to consider that accused commits offence of 

voluntarily causing hurt to complainant after wrongful restrain at the said 

relevant time and place in pursuance to their common intention. 

Moreover, now a day, there is growth of tendency of the people for 

negative willingness to depose. However, present case was exception to 

that. Moreover, evidence of principal witness is not reasonably assailed 

by prosecution during their chance of cross-examination of witnesses. As 

such, in my consideration, there is no missing link in the chain of 

evidence of the prosecution about the role played by accused so far as 

assault on victims. Hence, it will be safe to implicate accused in this case 

and convict on the basis plea of guilty as well as on the basis of 

deposition, which is not assailed in the cross-examination of PWs 

denying any quarrel. Hence, aspect of any delay in the lodging this case 

is not found fatal. Rather, in this case, it can be inferred without doubt 

that accused did the alleged crime of assault at road after wrongful 

restrain in furtherance of their common intention. Where circumstances 

removed considerable doubt on the prosecution case, the accused should 

not be given the benefit of doubt.  As such, prosecution witness has able 

to implicate all the accused under section 323 of IPC and have pushed 

this court to extend no benefit of doubt to accused person. 

24) In the result, I have found material to hold the accused as 

guilty under section 323/341of the I.P.C. Having considered the matter in 

its entirety in the light of the above discussions, I am of view that the 

prosecution has established its case beyond all reasonable doubts under 

section 323/341of the I.P.C.  
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25) In the result, the points as taken for determination in this 

case is decided positively to that extent and accused are convicted. In 

result, I have heard submission of the accused person on the point of 

sentence. The accused person seeks mercy of the Court. But, considering 

the facts and circumstances of this case and also the facts that accused 

is man of sufficiently matured understanding being fully capable of 

perceiving the implication of own misdeed, I am not inclined to extend 

the benefit of the provisions of the probation of offenders act, 1958 to 

the accused person . 

26) In result, on conviction and upon being so heard on the 

submission upon question of sentence as well as consideration upon age 

of accused, plea of financial condition of accused and gravity of offence 

etc. I have found reasonable ground to have a lenient view in the case. 

In result, I have sentenced the accused person to suffer imprisonment of 

until rising of the court under section 323 of the I.P.C. and fine of 

Rs.1000/-(one thousand rupees only) under section 323 of the I.P.C. by 

accused, I/d to jail for 1 month. In result, I have sentenced the accused 

person to suffer imprisonment of until rising of the court under section 

341 of the I.P.C. and fine of Rs.500/-(five hundred rupees only) under 

section 341 of the I.P.C. by accused, I/d to jail for 1 month. 

27) Let, half of thewhole fine amount is to be given to victim as 

victim compensation, if realised. Victim is to be informed, accordingly, 

subject to period of limitation. 

28) Let the free copy of the judgement is to be given to the 

accused.  

29) In result, seized articles, if any, is to be dealt with as per law. 

Concerned police station is to be informed, accordingly.  

30) The bail bond will be cancelled subject to laps of six month 

from the date of this order and the bailor will be discharged 

automatically, thereafter. 

31) Bench assistant is to ensure steps in terms of the judgement. 

The case is disposed of on contest.   
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32) The judgment is delivered in open court and given under my 

hand and seal of this court on this 06th day of Oct, 2017. 

  

  

 

 Written by me.       

         Signature 
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Appendix 

Witnesses for prosecution:   

PW-1 was Md. Majnu Ali 

PW-2 was Md. Kuddush Ali 

PW-3 was Md. Mukul Ali 

PW-4 was Md. Mozammil Ali 

PW-5 was Md. Inamil Ali 

PW-6 was Sri Prasanna Sarma 

Witnesses for accused: Nil 

Exhibits for prosecution:     

Ext-1 was seized glamour bike and Ext-1(1) was signature of PW-3. 

Ext-2 was the FIR and Ext-2(1) was signature of PW-6. 

Ext-3 sketch map and Ext-3(1)was signature of PW-6.  

Ext-4 charge sheet and Ext-4(1) was signature of PW-6. 

Exhibits for accused:  Nil  

Court witness:   Nil. 

Exhibits by the court:  Nil.  

 

Ankur Bhuyan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


